Endless Knot Creations uses beads with symbolism to create
mala beads, bookmarks and charms. Each has a special meaning
to assist you to connect and allow for flowing energy.

SYMBOL

NATURE

SPIRITUAL

CROSS

In Christianity, the cross symbolizes the “suffering on the
cross”. In mediaeval allegory, depicted with branches, the
cross becomes a bridge or ladder by which a soul may reach
for God. The horizontal cross bar marks the delineation
between the celestial world and that of earth.

TREE OF LIFE

The Tree of Life depicts the everlasting cycles of life: from
seeds to full growth, through death and regeneration. A tree
naturally reaches deep down into Mother Earth for nourishment
and also reaches skyward towards the Light.

ANGELS

Angels are invisible forces, which have been depicted in art
back to the 4th millennium. Angels are messengers, teachers,
healers, and guardians.

TASSELS

Tassels are symbolic of the Lotus Blossom, the universal
symbol of enlightenment.

CRYSTAL

Like many precious stones, a crystal is a symbol of the spirit.
The “state of transparency” is defined as one of the most
beautiful and effective conjunction of opposites that exists – yet
one can see through it as if it were not there.

LEAF

Leaves represent happiness.

STARS

Stars are powerful energy cleansers and they accelerate
spiritual development.

WINGS

Wings signify spirituality, imagination, and thought.

BUTTERFLY

ANIMALS & BIRDS

MEANING

Butterflies are the emblem of the soul and signifies our
unconscious attraction toward the Light.

FEATHER

In the realm of birds, feathers caress the wind and are creators
in the air. According to St. Gregory, feathers symbolize faith
and contemplation. Newly departed loved ones often leave
feathers for us to find.

TURTLE

The turtle teaches us endurance and reminds us that slow and
steady are okay. Native Americans see the shell as the dome
of the sky over the body of the earth.

HUMMINGBIRD

Hummingbirds symbolize an open heart, which gives freely of
emotional sweetness.

DRAGONFLY
ELEPHANT

The dragonfly represents transformation and reawakening.
The elephant symbolizes strength and loyalty. A raised trunk
indicates good luck.

For more information on the numerous charms and symbols available contact: endlessknotcreations@gmail.com

endlessknotcreations.com

